
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Using new media technology, The Cross Stitch Project is connecting teenage girls 

from Calcutta, India and Atlanta, Georgia to share creative and design skills, learn 

global enterprise, and cross-cultural communication skills.  The proceeds of their 

collaborative effort will support secondary education and vocational training for girls 

in Calcutta’s slum communities. 

 

GOALS: 

Our primary goal is to raise awareness about the global issues of gender and 

economic inequity in education and generate funds to support an established 

grassroots organization working in India to keep impoverished children in school.   

 

Our secondary goals reflect the needs of the two communities involved: 

 

United States goals: 

• Generate global relationships and foster service in public schools 

• Provide first hand cultural studies education through the arts  

• Encourage global feminist solidarity and empower young people to fight 

gender discrimination   

• Raise funds for and participate in grassroots social change  

• Support advanced workshops with professional interaction in public schools  

•  

India goals: 

• Provide first hand cultural studies education through the arts and improve 

English skills through direct interaction.  



• Provide technology skills training for marginalized young women and bridge 

the digital divide through media workshops and computer skills training  

• Generate global relationships, build feminist solidarity and empower young 

women to fight sexism. 

• Raise awareness about gender inequities in Indian education and support 

change in the community 

 

 
The Kids:  

 

Team Kolkata:  the Kolkata team will consist of girls who are enrolled in Trinita 

Society’s girls empowerment program.  These are young women are living in some of 

Kolkata’s poorest slums and struggle every day to stay in school.  Impoverished girls 

in India are expected to act as caregivers for younger siblings while their mothers 

work and face tremendous pressure to marry. Trinita Society provides tutoring and 

educational support for girls in the Kolkata slums.  They also have a nascent sewing 

skills training program that they want to blossom into something that will teach 

more than simple skills and provide young women in the community with a 

sustainable income.   

The Cross Stitch Project will provide two training options:   

Students interested in business and technology skills will interact via social 

networking with the Atlanta team and document the project progress with video 

while learning advanced computer and digital media skills.   



Students in sewing and design will be given advanced design training and learn 

business skills to help grow their cottage industry into a sustainable livelihood.  

 

 

 

Team Atlanta: In Atlanta we will be working with girls in the UrbanCouture program 

at Grady High School.  Grady is Atlanta’s Communication magnet school and 

consistently ranked the top public high school in Atlanta. Grady is considered diverse 

by city standards—the demographic is roughly 62 percent African American 35 

percent Caucasian and 3 percent Hispanic or Asian---and serves some of Atlanta’s 

wealthier neighborhoods, but at least 40 percent of the student body consistently 

qualifies for free or reduced lunch.  The kids at Grady organize several annual charity 

fashion shows and many of them have aspirations to continue in the industry, but as 

a city public school—the program has to make do with its limited resources and 

struggles to continue year to year.  Working with the girls in Kolkata will help 

challenge the girls in Atlanta to come up with cross-cultural design ideas and think 

of ways to work globally in co-operation not exploitation. 

   

 

 

 



Project Supervisors:  

 

Shampa Roy and the staff at Trinita Society for Social and Health Research who have 

been working in the slums of Kolkata for 17 years to bring educational access to 

Kolkata’s poorest children.  Shampa is tireless in her commitment to the slum 

community and expects the same from her staff of teachers.  Trained as a social 

worker she has grown Trinita from a small volunteer collective of doctors to an 

efficient network of educational and training centers in Kolkata’s slums and several 

rural areas. Trinita has set up ten adolescent girls club centers in different slum areas 

of Kolkata with the goal of reducing school drop out and early of marriage. The girls 

receive coaching support, sex and health education, assertive skill development and 

peer leader training.   Shampa believes that expanding a vocational program for the 

girls will help improve women’s rights in efforts in the poor community by giving 

women access the skills and resources needed to improve their living standards.  

Long before Project Runway became a household word, art teacher E. Vincent 

Martinez launched Grady High School’s first fashion design class with 40 students. 

Today, realizing his dream of turning his fabric and design classes into a self-

sustaining fashion line where students are the top designers, Martinez directs Grady’s 

UrbanCouture program and instructs 120 fashion design students who focus on 

productivity, creativity and personal expression.  The Cross Stitch project will be a 

lesson in the global impact of the fashion business and how the next generation of 

young designers can make positive change.     

 



Cross-Cultural Media Exchange (CME) 

The Cross-Stitch Project is the pilot project of the Cross-Cultural Media Exchange 

organization.  Co-Founded by Elizabeth Strickler and Phoebe Brown, the group is 

dedicated to innovative educational exchange programs that use new technology 

and new media for social change. The Internet is not merely a tool of media delivery:  

the web has shifted our cultural interactions, created new languages and new ways 

of perceiving information.  As witnessed in the recent revolutions in the Arab world, 

the most listened to voices are increasingly accessed via the Internet. When you have 

a voice you can stand up to colonization.  You can effect change in your community.  

You can build self-esteem, creativity and curiosity, which is why we are working to 

help share these resources in areas where lack of access is only further deepening 

social dislocation and poverty.   

 

About the Founders:  

Independent filmmaker Phoebe Brown’s short films have screened in film festivals 

around the globe. Her documentary 99 to 1: Ovarian Cancer and Me won the Jury 

Prize for Short Film in the 2009 International Health Film Festival and chosen for the 

touring festival Southern Circuit showcasing outstanding independent filmmakers 

living in the South.  She holds an MFA in Photography from the Ernest Welch School 

of Art and Design at Georgia State University and creates non-fiction media projects 

that help give voice to marginalized communities and creatively address injustice in 

the world.   

 



Producer and Filmmaker Elizabeth Strickler works as the Post-Production Supervisor 

and Associate Director of Georgia State University's Digital Arts and Entertainment 

Lab where she teaches Digital Post-Production and Producing Emerging Media. 

Through industry and university partnerships, DAEL facilitates the creation and testing 

of digital media content. Elizabeth received a B.A. in Philosophy from Boston College 

and an MFA in Digital Filmmaking and Art from Georgia State University.  When not 

procuring and executing research grants and contracts for DAEL, Elizabeth makes 

short films with a Southern Gothic sensibility.  Her films “Moth to Light” and “Going 

to the Beach” have screened in numerous festivals including: The Rhode Island Film 

Festival, the Rio De Janeiro International Short Film Festival, Aarhaus Festival of 

Independent Arts Denmark.  “  


